In!the!world…!
But,!not!of!the!world!!
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! The!very!title!of!this!publication,!twelve2G,!is!based!upon!the!reality!that!men!are!having!to!live!in!the!world,!
but! must! be! Christian! gentleman! that! have! transformed! out! of! this! generation’s! mold! into! a! faithful,! dedicated!
child!of!God.!“And!be!not!conformed!to!this!world:!but!be!ye!transformed!by!the!renewing!of!your!mind,!that!ye!
may!prove!what!is!that!good,!and!acceptable,!and!perfect,!will!of!God”!(Romans!12:2).!Based!upon!God’s!plan!for!
the! Christian! man,! he! can! never! become! an! isolationist,! but! will! have! continual! contact! with! the! world! as! he!
fulfills!his!multiplicity!of!roles.!Below!are!two!areas!that!quite!possibly!take!up!99%!of!a!man’s!life!“in!the!world.”!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!From!the!Editors!

!

! The$Christian$man$preaches$to$the$lost.!It!is!understood!that!not!every!man!is!going!to!mount!the!pulpit!to!
preach! the! gospel;! however,! it! is! commanded! by! God! that! the! lost! be! reached! and! that! such! is! to! be! done! via!
preaching.! “And! he! said! unto! them,! Go! ye! into! all! the! world,! and! preach! the! gospel! to! every! creature”! (Mark!
16:15).!The!Christian!man!recognizes!this!imperative!and!prays,!plans,!and!provokes!opportunities!to!influence,!
teach,!and!preach!to!the!lost!the!saving!gospel!message.!Such!a!powerful!message!will!never!be!heard!by!the!lost!
if!the!man!who!knows!that!message!is!not!among!them!and!leading!them!out!of!sin.!The!Christian!man!must!be!in!
the!world,!to!fulfill!the!mission!of!Christ!!!
$

$ The$Christian$man$provides$the$home$that$his$wife$keeps.!Paul!tells!Titus!that!wives!are!to!be!“keepers!at!
home”!(Titus!2:5).!If!the!wife!is!to!be!keeping!the!home,!then!the!weight!of!providing!the!home!that!she!is!to!keep!
is!placed!upon!the!husband!!Now,!not!every!career!is!this!way,!but!most!careers,!especially!in!this!modern!time,!
require!interaction!with!those!of!the!world.!The!Christian!man!is!sometimes!in!daily!contact!with!those!who!are!
lost!as!he!provides!for!his!home.!!
!
$
These!duties!and!roles!are!some!of!the!highlighted!areas!
of! a! Christian! man’s! life! where! interaction! with! the! world! is!
required.!Although!these!godly!responsibilities!may!lead!a!child!
of! God! into! the! world,! God! expects! him! to! transform! himself!
according! to! Christ’s! character! rather! than! conforming! to! the!
Devil’s! design.! To! never! have! contact! with! the! world! would!
require!departure!from!it!(cf.!1!Cor!5:9W10);!however,!the!gospel!
does! not! call! our! physical! bodies! to! disengage! from! the! world,!
but!for!our!minds!and!actions!to!cease!from!its!mold.!Let!us!learn!
how!to!reject!being!of!the!world!even!as!we!live!in!it!daily.!!
$
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!!!!!!!Chase!Burnette!

The Christian Home in the World
What does it mean to be “in the world but not of the world?” In consideration of this question, a familiar
passage of Scripture comes to mind. John 17:14-18, “I have given them thy word; and the world hath
hated them, because they are not of the world, even as I am not of the world. I pray not that thou
shouldest take them out of the world, but that thou shouldest keep them from the evil. They are not of
the world, even as I am not of the world. Sanctify them through thy truth: thy word is truth. As thou
hast sent me into the world, even so have I also sent them into the world.”
Looking into the context of this most precious prayer of our Lord, it is realized that through the hearing,
reception, and adherence to God’s Word, one is separated (sanctified) from wickedness and thus, “not of the
world” (John 17:6-8, 12, 14, 16-17). Note the following statements,
“I have manifested thy name unto the men which thou gavest me…(v. 6)”
“…they have kept thy word (v. 6).”
“for I have given unto them the words which thou gavest me; and they have received them…(v. 8).”
“I have given them thy word…(v. 14).”
Immediately following these statements, the Lord said, “They are not of the world (John 17:16).” The
key for the whole thing is the next verse, “Sanctify them through thy truth, thy word is truth” (John 17:17).
It is and always has been obedience to God’s word (the truth) that separates one from sinful worldliness.
Along those same lines, the apostle Paul said, “And be not conformed to this world, but be ye
transformed by the renewing of your mind, that ye may prove what is that good, and acceptable, and
perfect will of God” (Romans 12:2).
One might also be reminded of Noah, that great preacher of righteousness (Genesis 6), how that in a
world of wickedness and evil, he was righteous, just, and upright. Surely he is a man to be considered in the
world, but not of the world. By hearing and obeying God’s word, Noah escaped the great judgment that befell
those that chose not to hear it (1 Peter 3:18-20).
Today there are many worldly schools of thought that contradict God’s word and are slowly eating away
at the fabric of society and the home. Chief among them are the following:
1. Marriage can be between two people of the same gender - homosexuality is okay.

2. Life-long marriage is an antiquated idea - divorce is okay.
3. Sexual exploration outside of the marriage is “normal” - adultery is okay.
4. Pornography usage is both normal and healthy - lust is okay.
Each of these stand in direct contradiction to God’s Word. In seeking to have a mind that is NOT of this
world, one must base his thinking in the Scriptures and reject the aforementioned false ideas. Though man
would promote those notions, let God be heard on these matters.
1. Marriage is between a man and a woman (Genesis 2:21-25; Romans 1:24-27) Homosexuality is SIN.
2. Marriage is to be a life-long commitment of love (Romans 7:1-3; Matthew 19:1-9) Frivolous divorce is SIN
3. Sex is to be reserved exclusively for a husband and his wife (Hebrews 13:4;
Proverbs 5:15-21) - Adultery is SIN.
4. True romance is originated and explored within the marriage and not by watching lustfully as
others fornicate (Proverbs 5:15-21; James 1:12-15; Hebrews 13:4) - Pornography is SIN.
Living such a life as to be considered in the world and not of the world is simple. One must hear God’s
word and allow it alone to govern his life; for this was the desire of the Lord as revealed in this solemn prayer.
By putting away the false and sinful doctrines of men and receiving God’s Word, we can look with great
expectation and blessed assurance to the salvation of our souls.
“Wherefore lay apart all filthiness and superfluity of naughtiness, and receive with meekness the
engrafted word, which is able to save your souls” (James 1:21).

Native of Detroit, Michigan and 2013 graduate of the
Memphis School of Preaching, Steven currently serves
the Highway church of Christ in Benton, Arkansas. He
and his wife Carlisa were married in 2006 and have two
wonderful daughters, Savannah and Summer.
Email stevenwford@ymail.com to contact Steven.

Acting Worldly
!

“I!beseech!you!therefore,!brethren,!by!the!mercies!of!God,!that!you!present!your!bodies!
a! living! sacrifice,! holy,! acceptable! to! God,! which! is! your! reasonable! service.! And! do! not! be!
conformed! to! this! world,! but! be! transformed! by! the! renewing! of! your! mind,! that! you! may!
prove!what!is!that!good!and!acceptable!and!perfect!will!of!God.”!(Romans!12:1C2).!These!are!
the!words!that!Paul!wrote!to!the!church!in!Rome!which!still!apply!to!us!today.!
!

!!
As!a!19CyearCold!(as!of!May!29th)!Christian!in!college!and!on!my!own,!I!am!bombarded!
constantly!with!different!choices!of!how!to!approach!life!and!to!live!it!to!the!fullest.!There!are!
those! who! occupy! their! time! in! sin:! smoking,! drinking,! drugs,! etc…! It’s! sad! to! watch! those!
people!because!they!care!nothing!for!God!or!their!own!lives.!Those!sorts!of!people!are!only!
there!for!one!semester,!and!then!transfer!or!drop!out!because!it’s!not!as!fun!as!they!thought!it!
would!be.!
As!Christians,!we!are!to!be!in!the!world!but!not!of!the!world;!for!our!actions!are!unlike!
and!foreign!to!them.!Jesus!said!that!if!we!follow!Him!the!world!will!hate!us,!“And!you!will!be!
hated!by!all!for!My!name’s!sake”!(Matthew!10:22).!At!the!time!he!was!sending!his!disciples!out!
to!teach,!heal,!and!spread!the!good!news!about!Jesus!and!His!saving!grace.!We!are!sent!out!
the! same! as! the! disciples! into! the! world.! We! have! been! sanctified! and! set! apart! when! are!
baptized.!
Many!Christians!believe!that!they!can!act!like!the!world,!and!still!be!right!with!God.!The!
truth!is!that!it’s!just!not!possible.!“No!one!can!serve!two!masters;!for!either!he!will!hate!the!
one!and!love!the!other,!or!else!he!will!be!loyal!to!the!one!and!despise!the!other.!You!cannot!
serve! God! and! mammon.”! (Matthew! 6:24).! These! are! the! words! of! Jesus! as! he! spoke! to! his!
disciples.! By! acting! as! if! you! can! live! in! two! different! worlds! is! not! just! sinful,! it’s! naïve! and!
foolish.!We!cannot!change!the!world!if!we!become!a!part!of!the!very!evil!that!corrupts!it.!
!
If!we!wish!to!be!the!Christians!that!our!Lord!wants!us!to!be,!we!must!detach!ourselves!
from! the! worldly! evils! around,! and! guide! others! to! the! truth! of!
Jesus!and!His!salvation.!

My#name#is#Christian#Emmanuel#Smith,#middle#son#of#Leslie#and#Sonova#
Smith.#I#was#born#on#May#29,#1995#on#the#island#of#Oahu#in#Hawaii,#while#my#
father#was#in#the#army.#I#am#18#years#old,#and#a#Biology#PreFMed#Dentistry#
major#at#Faulkner#University#in#Montgomery,#AL.##
Email#christian.smith052995@gmail.com#to#contact#Christian.#
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Back to the Basics: Leading an out
of this world family
!

Back%to%the%basics%is%a%section%that%reminds%us%of%some%basic%principles%that%we%learn%when%we%become%Christians,%but%are%
still%valuable,%growing%concepts%that%we%can%all%benefit%from%revisiting.%
%!

How!common!are!women!in!the!secular!work!place?!How!common!is!it!that!a!woman!earns!more!of!the!income!in!the!
home?!How!common!is!it!for!a!woman!to!be!the!head!of!the!household?!How!common!is!it!nowadays!for!a!woman!to!
stay!at!home!and!raise!the!children?!It!is!pretty!clear!today!that!the!least!common!of!these!scenarios!is!the!last,!but!the!
Bible!says!that!it!is!the!most!correct.!

!

“Therefore%I%desire%that%the%younger%women%marry,%bear%children,%manage%the%house,%give%no%opportunity%to%the%
adversary%to%speak%reproachfully.”%(1%Timothy%5:14)%

%!
That’s!not!to!say!that!the!women!are!incapable!of!being!successful!workers!in!the!secular!environment.!They!just!have!a!
much!greater!responsibility,!and!let’s!be!honest;!men!are!simply!not!going!to!be!as!good!as!women!at!staying!home!with!
the!children!and!keeping!the!home.!!
!
In!a!magazine!made!for!men,!how!is!this!relevant?!!CCCCCCCCC!Men!are!to!be!providers!for!their!home.!!
!
Both!physically:!!
%
“But%if%anyone%does%not%provide%for%his%own,%and%especially%for%those%of%his%household,%he%has%denied%the%faith%and%
is%worse%than%an%unbeliever.”%(1%Timothy%5:8)%!
!
And!emotionally:!!
!
“Husbands,%love%your%wives,%just%as%Christ%also%loved%the%church%and%gave%Himself%for%her.”%(Ephesians%5:26)%!
!
Don’t!make!the!mistake!of!thinking!that!just!because!man!has!been!given!the!authority!to!be!the!head!of!the!household!
that!he!should!“rule”!the!household!in!a!dictatorClike!fashion.!Another!word!to!describe!how!a!man!should!treat!his!wife!
is!sacrifice.!If!men!are!to!love!their!wives!as!Christ!loved!the!church,!they!should!show!their!love!through!sacrifice.!!
!
Let’s!close!with!three!suggestions!for!how!a!man!can!lead!his!family!in!a!way!that!keeps!his!family!in!this!world,!but!not!
of!this!world!(Rom.!12:2).!There!are!obviously!many!ways!that!a!man!can!lead!his!family!in!a!Godly!way.!These!are!just!a!
few!that!you!can!start!today.!!
!
1. Keep!up!with!your!personal!Bible!study.!A!man!that!is!not!studying!the!Bible!is!not!seeking!the!kingdom!first!and!
is!in!fact!failing!his!family.!(Matthew!6:33)!!
2. Hold!family!devotionals.!A!man!teaching!his!family!the!scriptures!has!endless!benefits.!(Ephesians!6:4)!!

3. Be!a!hard!worker.!Sacrifice!yourself!through!hard!work!at!your!!

!

job!(or!jobs!if!you!have!to)!so!your!wife!can!provide!the!!
nurturing!and!teaching!your!children!need.!!
(Proverbs!10:4)!

Tony Mohr is a graduate of Virginia Tech and has a
degree in Psychology. He works in customer service in
Louisville, KY and is happily married to his wife Haley. He
is a member of the Cedar Springs church of Christ and
enjoys working with the youth of the congregation.
Email Mohrsince2012@yahoo.com to contact Tony.
!

!“And!Do!Not!Be!Conformed!To!This!World…”!
There%are%so%many%lessons%to%be%gleaned%from%the%wonderful%world%of%sports.%Whether%that%lesson%be%the%rewards%of%hard%
work%and%preparation,%to%the%ability%to%persevere%through%adversity,%to%the%maturity%to%handle%a%loss,%these%games%that%we%watch%or%
play%are%constantly%teaching%us.%My%goal%in%this%column%will%be%to%share%not%only%my%love%for%sports,%but%the%lessons%that%sports%have%
taught%and%continue%to%teach%me%to%this%day.%%

%

My!favorite!athlete!of!all!time!by!far!is!Michael!Jordan.!I!could!go!on!and!on!about!all!the!different!reasons!
that!I!love!the!guy,!whether!it!be!his!determination,!competitiveness,!his!gravity!defying!dunks,!!or!his!willingness!
to! spend! time! with! sick! children! granting! over! 175! wishes! through! the! Make@A@Wish! Foundation! (Isaacson).! ! I!
remember!watching!him!play!in!the!90’s!and!immediately!going!outside!in!the!driveway!to!try!and!imitate!what!I!
had!just!seen.!The!fact!that!I!ended!up!playing!baseball!after!high!school!should!tell!you!that!I!didn’t!get!very!far!in!
becoming!“like!Mike”,!but!I!guarantee!you!there!were!thousands!of!kids!like!me!out!in!their!driveways!dreaming!of!
dunking!from!the!free!throw!line!one!day.!The!guy!was!physically!gifted,!but!more!importantly,!he!worked!his!tail!
off!to!perfect!his!game.!!In!a!piece!for!“Inside!Stuff”!in!1998,!Phil!Jackson,!Jordan’s!coach,!said!this!about!him:!!
!

“The%thing%about%Michael%is,%he%takes%nothing%about%his%game%for%granted.%When%he%first%came%to%the%NBA%
back%in%1984,%he%was%primarily%a%penetrator.%His%outside%shooting%wasn't%up%to%pro%standards.%So%he%put%in%his%gym%
time% during% the% offIseason,% shooting% hundreds% of% shots% each% day.% Eventually,% he% became% a% deadly% threeIpoint%
shooter.%Playing%outstanding%defense%didn't%come%automatically%to%him,%either.%He%had%to%study%his%opponents,%learn%
their% favorite% moves% and% then% dedicate% himself% to% learning% the% techniques% necessary% to% stop% them.% He's% worked%
extremely% hard% to% perfect% his% footwork% and% his% balance.% Nowadays,% so% many% kids% come% into% the% league% with%
arrogant% attitudes,% thinking% that% their% talent% is% all% they% need% to% succeed.% By% contrast,% there's% a% certain% humility% in%
Michael's% willingness% to% take% on% the% difficult% work% of% making% himself% a% more% complete% player.% For% me,% one% of% the%
signs%of%Michael's%greatness%is%that%he%turned%his%weaknesses%into%strengths.”(Jackson)%
Tim! Grover,! the! trainer! who! worked! with! Jordan,! really! highlighted! what! set! Jordan! apart:! “Michael! was!
"the%most%competitive%individual%I'd%ever%met,"!Grover!said.!%"He%never%wanted%to%lose%at%anything,%always%felt%like%
someone%else%was%gonna%outwork%him,%so%he%wanted%to%outwork%them%…%He%practiced%extremely%hard%which%made%
the%game%very%easy%for%him."%(Formica)!
The! NBA,! as! with! any! professional! sports! league,! is! full! of! unbelievable! athletes! who! can! do! amazing! things!
because! of! the! abilities! God! has! blessed! them! with,! but! there! was! something! that! helped! Jordan! stand! out.! It!
wasn’t!his!ability,!but!his!work!ethic!that!really!helped!Jordan!rise!above!the!crowd.!His!hard!work!helped!earn!him:!
•

6!NBA!championships!!

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

6!NBA!Finals!MVP!awards!!
5!NBA!MVP!awards!!
14!NBA!All@Star!appearances!!
3!NBA!All@Star!Game!MVP!awards!
10!All@NBA!First!Team!designations!!
9!All@Defensive!First!Team!Honors!!!
10!scoring!titles!!
3!steals!titles!!
1988!NBA!Defensive!Player!of!the!Year!Award!
Selection!by!ESPN!as!the!Greatest!North!American!Athlete!of!the!20th!century!
Induction!into!the!Basketball!Hall!of!Fame!

With!accolades!like!these,!it!is!hard!to!deny!that!Michael!Jordan!is!the!best!player!to!have!played!the!game.!For!
Michael!Jordan,!success!didn’t!come!from!coasting!on!the!natural!ability!he!had,!but!by!taking!that!ability!and!then!
working!on!his!weaknesses!until!he!turned!them!into!strengths.!In!times!to!come,!Jordan!will!never!be!mentioned!
as!part!of!the!crowd,!but!will!always!stand!out!as!one!of!the!greatest!players!of!all!time.!As!Christians,!we!should!
also!be!known!for!our!desire!to!stand!out!from!among!the!crowd.!!!
In!Romans!12:2,!Paul!wrote,!“And%do#not#be#conformed#to#this#world,#but#be#transformed#by#the#renewing#
of#your#mind,%that%you%may%prove%what%is%that%good%and%acceptable%and%perfect%will%of%God.”!!God’s!inspired!word!
repeatedly! makes! the! case! that! we! as! Christians! should! stand! out! from! the! world.! We! should! not! “wish! to! be! a!
friend!of!the!world”!which!makes!us!“an!enemy!of!God”!(James%4:4).!Loving!the!world!means!that!the!love!of!the!
Father!is!not!in!us!(1%John%2:15).!Jesus!told!his!disciples!in!John!15:19,!“If!you!were!of!the!world,!the!world!would!
love!its!own.!Yet!because!you!are!not!of!the!world,!but!I!chose!you!out!of!the!world,!therefore!the!world!hates!
you.”!!
Let!us!strive!to!make!it!known!to!those!around!us!that!we!are!not!of!this!world,!but!that!our!citizenship!is!in!
Heaven!(Philippians%3:20).!Jesus!said!in!Matthew!5!that!we!are!the!“salt!of!the!earth”!and!the!“light!of!the!world”,!
therefore!we!should!“let!our!light!so!shine!before!men,!that!they!may!see!our!good!works!and!glorify!our!Father!in!
Heaven.”!Let’s!work!hard!to!stand!out!from!the!world,!while!shining!God’s!light!to!those!around!us.!
Isaacson,%Melissa.%"Isaacson:%MJ's%Practices%as%Intense%as%Games."%ESPN.com.,%10%Sept.%2009.%Web.%
Formica,%Matt.%"Michael%Jordan%Was%the%Best%Because%He%Worked%the%Hardest;%Rare%Workout%Footage%(VIDEO)%I%
Hoopsvibe."%%1%Sept.%2013%
Jackson,%Phil.%"NBA.com:%Michael%Jordan%Career%Retrospective."%NBA.com:%Michael%
Jordan%Career%Retrospective,%1%July%1998.%
%

!
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Holding(the(Lure(
Many%of%my%fond%memories%have%to%do%with%fishing;%especially%with%my%dad%and%my%brother.%Come%to%think%of%
it,%many%of%my%not<so<fun%memories%also%come%from%times%when%we%went%fishing.%Let%me%tell%you%about%one%of%
the%latter.%Well,%really%it%is%sort%of%both.%When%I%was%preaching%for%a%congregation%in%Georgia,%I%had%a%particular%
fishing%hole%I%loved%to%fish.%I%did%not%have%regular%access%to%a%boat,%so%I%just%fished%from%the%bank%when%fishing%
alone.%Dad%and%I%arranged%the%next%time%he%came%in%to%town%to%bring%his%twelve%foot%john%boat%so%we%could%fish%
this%pond%from%a%boat%instead%of%just%the%bank.%Several%months%later%we%had%the%opportunity%for%him%to%bring%
his% boat% and% get% out% on% the% pond.% We% put% in% about% six% in% the% morning% and% since% it% was% a% little% overcast% we%
brought%out%the%bass%bustin'%Rapala.%We%fished%the%R9%version%of%the%Rapala.%It%is%a%four<to<five%inch%stick%bait%
with%three%treble%hooks%(count%'em%<%9%hooks%in%all!).%If%I%remember%correctly,%we%were%using%the%silver%minnow.%
It%was%a%little%bit%of%a%slow%start,%but%after%about%half%an%hour%they%started%biting!%Every%five%to%ten%casts%one%of%
us%was%hauling%in%a%one%or%two%pound%bass.%About%two%hours%into%fishing%(we%had%caught%six%or%seven%a%piece%by%
this%time)%I%hung%one%and%brought%him%into%the%boat.%Not%sure%why%I%did%it,%but%instead%of%grabbing%the%fish%by%
the%mouth%or%gills,%I%grabbed%the%lure.%Piece%of%advice%here%<%NEVER%GRAB%THE%LURE!%It%was%not%a%large%fish,%
maybe% a% pound% to% a% pound<and<a<half.% But% when% I% grabbed% the% lure,% the% bass% shook% and% one% of% those% nine%
hooks%went%right%into%my%finger,%right%past%the%barb.%After%getting%the%fish%off%of%the%lure%we%were%both%hung%
on,%I%tried%pulling%the%hook%out%of%my%finger,%but%could%not%do%it.%So%I%handed%dad%the%pliers%and%said,%"pull."%So%
he%yanked%the%lure%with%a%quick%jerk.%I%was%so%relieved%that%hook%was%out%of%my%finger%and%that%I%did%not%have%to%
go%to%the%ER%and%get%it%taken%out.%Then%dad%said,%"well,%I've%got%good%news%and%bad%news."%This%did%not%sound%
good.%When%he%pulled%the%hook%out%of%my%finger%the%lure%whipped%up%and%a%hook%stuck%dad%<%past%the%barb.%
After%a%couple%of%minutes%he%managed%to%get%the%hook%out%of%his%finger%and%both%of%us%bleeding%like%crazy.%But%
we%are%real%men.%We%taped%it%up%and%went%back%to%fishing;%they%were%biting%remember?!%
A%quick%application.%When%we%are%fishing%for%men%to%the%glory%of%the%Father,%be%careful%not%to%get%"hooked"%
back% into% the% world% yourself.% Paul% gave% a% warning% concerning% the% process% of% going% and% getting% a% wayward%
member,%"Brethren,%if%a%man%be%overtaken%in%a%fault,%ye%which%are%spiritual,%restore%such%a%one%in%the%spirit%of%
meekness;%considering%thyself,%lest%thou%also%be%tempted"%(Galatians%6:1).%Paul%also%reminded%us%that%even%he%
was%not%above%losing%his%soul's%salvation%so%he%took%precautions.%"But%I%keep%under%my%body,%and%bring%it%into%
subjection:% lest% that% by% any% means,% when% I% have% preached% to% others,% I% myself% should% be% a% castaway"% (1%
Corinthians%9:27).%Some%have%erroneously%justified%their%sinful%behavior%by%saying%they%are%"going%to%where%the%
people%are%to%win%them%to%Christ."%Paul%did%not%say%he%was%involved%in%sin%in%order%to%become%"all%things%to%all%
men"%(1%Corinthians%9:22)%but%he%saw%where%men%were%and%preached%the%gospel%to%them%so%they%would%obey%
it.%He%did%not%alter%his%relationship%to%his%Heavenly%Father%to%win%souls;%neither%did%he%change%the%Word%of%God%
in% order% to% make% it% palatable.% What% he% changed% were% his% prejudices% and% his% reservations% about% who% should%
receive%the%saving%message%of%the%Gospel%of%Jesus%the%Christ.%God%desires%all%to%be%saved%for%we%are%all%made%in%
His%image%(2%Peter%3:9).%It%does%not%make%any%sense%for%one%to%preach%salvation%to%the%
lost% and% yet% be% so% careless% as% to% be% lost% in% the% end.% Instead% of% being% sinful% and% doing%
God's% will,% we% must% be% holy% and% do% His% will% (1% Peter% 1:15<16).% If% you% hold% the% lure% to%
catch%a%fish,%be%sure%you%will%get%caught%too!%%%<<<<<<<%Now,%Go%Fishin’!%
Byran Hatcher is the preacher for the Cape Fear congregation in Fayetteville, NC. His
two passions are fishing for bass and being a fisher of men. He is married to Jennifer, a
librarian and novelist, and they have two children, Kelly and Brynn, all of whom are very
expensive. Email preacherbyran@capefearcoc.org to contact Byran.!
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NOT!OF!THE!WORLD!
The$ art$ of$ hunting$ requires$ the$ ability$ to$ camouflage$ oneself$ with$ his$ surroundings.$ Deer$ have$ very$ good$ eye$
sight.$In$fact,$deer$are$able$to$see$a$snapped$twig$or$a$moved$branch.$In$order$to$get$close$to$the$deer$(if$bow$hunting),$
you$have$to$be$invisible$to$the$deer.$You$have$to$completely$blend$in$with$everything$else$around$you.$Some$hunters$
even$go$so$far$as$to$smell$like$the$outdoors.$So$a$hunter$must$look$like,$act$like,$and$smell$like$the$earth$around$him.$He$
must$fit$in$as$much$as$possible.$$
Allow$ me$ to$ make$ a$ comparison:$ unlike$ the$ hunter,$ the$ man$ of$ God$ must$ not$ look$ like$ the$ world.$ The$ word$
"ecclesia"$(which$is$the$Greek$word$for$"church")$means$"the$called$out."$What$are$we$called$out$from?$The$world!$We$
live$in$the$world$but$we$do$not$act$like,$talk$like,$or$think$like$the$world.$We$do$not$go$to$the$same$places,$watch$the$
same$movies,$listen$to$the$same$music$and$drink$the$same$beverages.$We$are$to$be$the$salt$of$the$earth$(Matt.$5:13),$the$
light$of$the$world$(Matt.$5:16),$a$"chosen$generation"$(1$Peter$2:9),$an$example$(1$Peter$4:12)$and$Christ's$workmanship$
(Eph.$2:10).$As$men$of$God,$we$are$to$be$in$the$world,$but$not$of$the$world.$$
I$remember$many$years$ago$I$heard$a$preacher$make$this$statement$
that$I$will$leave$you$with:$"If$we$are$not$being$persecuted$for$being$a$Christian,$
then$chances$are$we$are$too$much$like$the$world."$
David G.$ Gulledge lives in Paris, TN where he works and serves as the pulpit
minister for the Whitlock church of Christ. David is a 2011 graduate of the Memphis
school of $Preaching. Next to serving God and preaching the gospel, David enjoys the
woods and the lake where he spends time fishing and hunting. Email
davidgulledge@me.com to contact David.
$

The Frontiersmen
“As$I$stand$out$here$in$the$wonders$of$the$unknown$at$Hadley,$I$sort$of$realize$there's$a$fundamental$truth$to$
our$nature”$said$Dave$Scott$as$he$stepped$onto$the$dusty$surface$of$the$moon$on$July$31,$1971.$“Man$must$explore.$And$
this$is$exploration$at$its$greatest.”(1)$Man$has$always$been$fascinated$with$what$he$commonly$refers$to$as$“the$frontier”:$
that$point$at$which$the$known$ends$and$the$unknown$begins.$It$may$be$curiosity$that$brings$him$beyond$that$point$or,$as$
it$seems$to$be$in$many$cases,$the$idea$that$there$is$something$better$waiting$for$the$one$willing$to$go$forth$and$take$it.$
When$a$man’s$foot$crosses$that$threshold$he$is$leaving$behind$all$the$comforts$of$which$he’s$taken$advantage$daily.$His$
life$may$be$risked,$even$given,$resulting$in$the$advancement$of$some$idea$or$physical$boundary.$Perhaps$the$first$area$
one$ would$ think$ of$ in$ regards$ to$ the$ frontier$ is$ western$ expansion.$ Stories$ of$ the$ pioneers,$ their$ journeying$ into$ and$
transformation$ of$ the$ American$ West$ have$ captivated$ audiences$ of$ all$ ages$ and$ nationalities$ for$ many$ years.$ Authors$
and$film$directors$alike$have$placed$their$stories$in$this$setting,$bringing$about$a$very$successful$genre.$Based$upon$the$
men$and$women$who$dared$to$move$into$that$cruel,$raw,$uncharted$territory,$personalities$played$by$the$likes$of$John$
Wayne,$Clint$Eastwood,and$Charles$Bronson$have$helped$form$the$distinct$character$of$the$American$hero.$He$is$brave,$
resilient$and$in$many$cases$unwavering$in$his$principles.$$
No$ person$ would$ question$ the$ bravery$ of$ a$ man$ who$ journeys$ deep$ into$ the$ frontier.$ He$ is$ stepping$ into$ the$
unknown,$one$of$the$most$frightening$places$a$man$can$find$himself.$Unthinkable$dangers$may$await$him.$He$may$be$as$
prepared$ as$ he$ could$ possibly$ be$ and$ yet$ still$ end$ up$ in$ seemingly$ impossible$ situations.$ The$ frontiersmen$ of$ history$
have$proven$their$bravery$in$many$ways.$
To$ leave$ one’s$ comfort$ zone$ requires$ no$ small$ amount$ of$ bravery.$ It$ requires$ a$ risk$ taker.$ When$ those$ that$
would$ be$ American$ colonists$ left$ Europe$ for$ a$ better,$ free$ life$ full$ of$ opportunities,$ they$ were$ in$ essence$ leaving$
civilization.$ Even$ having$ reached$ the$ American$ continent,$ those$ that$ journeyed$ west$ were$ entering$ hostile$ territories$
and$ leaving$ behind$ the$ things$ that$ their$ fathers$ before$ them$ had$ built,$ with$ the$ intent$ to$ build$ new$ things.$ It$ takes$ a$
special$kind$of$person$to$be$willing$to$do$these$things…$the$type$of$person$that$can$handle$the$adversity,$cope$with$the$
sacrifice$and$yet$be$true$to$their$values$throughout.$Therefore$it$comes$as$no$surprise$that$so$many$American$heroes$
have$come$from$Western$history$and$folklore.$Character$is$bred$on$the$frontier.$In$his$book,$The$Frontier$in$American$
History,$Turner$stated:$
“American$social$development$has$been$continually$beginning$over$again$on$the$frontier.$This$perennial$rebirth,$
this$fluidity$of$American$life,$this$expansion$westward$with$its$new$opportunities,$its$continuous$touch$with$the$
simplicity$of$primitive$society,$furnish$the$forces$dominating$American$character.”$(2)$
The$ resilience$ of$ those$ men$ who$ choose$ to$ risk$ their$ necks$ for$ the$ movement$ of$ the$ boundary$ is$ also$
remarkable.$ Neil$ Armstrong,$ who$ became$ the$ first$ man$ to$ set$ foot$ on$ the$ moon$ on$ July$ 21,$ 1969,$ had$ proven$ his$
resilient$nature$before$his$historyYmaking$mission$began.$In$training$for$operating$the$Lunar$Landing$Research$Vehicle$
(LLRV)$the$year$before,$one$of$the$thrusters$failed$and$Armstrong$was$left$to$try$to$regain$control$of$the$craft.$He$was$
unsuccessful$ and$ in$ seconds$ found$ himself$ hurtling$ toward$ the$ ground$ at$ a$ neck$ braking$ speed.$ At$ an$ altitude$ of$
approximately$200$feet,$he$ejected$from$the$training$craft$at$what$is$described$as$the$very$last$possible$second$(To$watch$
a$recording$of$this$incident,$click$HERE).$Interestingly$enough,$one$would$not$have$gotten$the$sense$that$he$had$come$so$
close$to$death$by$his$composure$afterwards.$Al$Bean,$with$whom$he$shared$an$office,$returned$only$an$hour$after$the$
incident$ to$ find$ Neil$ filling$ out$ paperwork$ (likely$ his$ accident$ report),$ as$ if$ nothing$ out$ of$ the$ ordinary$ had$ happened.$
After$being$told$by$others$that$not$only$did$the$accident$occur,$but$it$had$occurred$only$an$hour$before,$he$disbelieved$
them:$
“I$just$came$out$of$my$office$and$Neil’s$there$at$his$desk.$He’s$in$his$flight$suit,$but$he’s$in$there$shuffling$some$
papers.”$And$they$said,$“No,$it$was$Neil.”$I$said,$“Wait$a$minute!”$So$I$go$back$in$the$office.$Neil$looked$up$and$I$
said,$“I$just$heard$the$funniest$story!”$He$said$“What?”$I$said,$“I$heard$that$you$bailed$out$of$the$LLTV$an$hour$

ago.”$He$thought$a$second$and$said,$“Yeah,$I$did.”$I$said,$“What$happened?”$He$said,$“I$lost$control$and$had$to$
bail$out.”(3)$
The$fact$that$he$was$so$resilient,$calm$and$collected$in$this$situation$was$a$great$testament$to$his$ability$to$go$
forth$and$withstand$any$trial$the$mission$may$throw$at$him.$Where$there$is$a$frontier$and$men$willing$to$take$risks$and$
explore$it,$there$is$growth$both$for$the$men$themselves$as$well$as$mankind.$One$may$argue$that$the$document$signed$on$
July$ 4,$ 1776$ itself$ was$ a$ step$ into$ the$ frontier;$ a$ people$ having$ declared$ themselves$ independent$ from$ a$ tyrannical$
government$and$in$pursuit$of$a$better$one.$Great$strides$were$taken$in$that$era$and$those$following.$There$was$bred,$in$
many$of$their$descendants,$a$spirit$that$understood$the$merits$of$hard$work$and$the$principle$that$one$must$earn$his$
living$ as$ opposed$ to$ feeling$ entitled$ to$ it.$ These$ were$ a$ people$ that$ understood$ their$ rights$ were$ inalienable$ and$
endowed$ by$ their$ Creator.$ A$ system$ of$ government$ such$ as$ this$ was$ unprecedented.$ So$ many$ important$ things$ came$
from$this$attitude,$including$the$advent$of$change$in$the$“religious”$community$in$which$an$individual’s$understanding$of$
the$Bible$seemed$to$become$emphasized.$$
When$a$frontier$is$involved,$greatness$thrives.$Unfortunately,$many$occupy$the$space$formerly$considered$to$be$
the$ frontier,$ without$ the$ desire$ to$ pursue$ new$ ones.$ With$ the$ absence$ of$ a$ frontier$ there$ may$ also$ be$ a$ lack$ of$ the$
characteristics$ bred$ by$ it.$ History$ has$ shown$ that$ as$ men$ grow$ comfortable,$ they$ may$ also$ grow$ lazy.$ In$ growing$ lazy$
they$are$less$willing$to$take$risks$in$order$to$advance.$Their$focus$becomes$more$selfYabsorbed,$valuing$things$such$as$
entertainment$over$hard$work.$Freedom$is$one$among$many$things$that$becomes$taken$for$granted$and$at$times$even$
willingly$ given$ up.$ There$ is$ an$ obvious$ decline$ in$ the$ character$ of$ such$ a$ people.$ Let$ us$ not$ so$ easily$ give$ up$ on$ the$
frontier$mentality.$$
To$end$with$spiritual$application,$one$can$turn$his$thoughts$to$what$Abraham$initially$went$through$in$obedience$
to$ God.$ He$ left$ the$ land$ of$ his$ fathers,$ everything$ with$ which$ he$ was$ familiar$ and$ comfortable,$ to$ journey$ through$
strange$lands.$The$only$difference$here$is$that$he$knew$God$was$with$him.$He$had$the$assurance$and$trust$in$God$that$
allowed$him$to$journey$into$that$frontier:$
“By$faith$Abraham,$when$he$was$called$to$go$out$into$a$place$which$he$should$after$receive$for$an$inheritance,$
obeyed;$and$he$went$out,$not$knowing$whither$he$went.$By$faith$he$sojourned$in$the$land$of$promise,$as$in$a$
strange$country,$dwelling$in$tabernacles$with$Isaac$and$Jacob,$the$heirs$with$him$of$the$same$promise:$For$he$
looked$for$a$city$which$hath$foundations,$whose$builder$and$maker$is$God.”$(Heb$11:8–10).$
Should$it$come$as$any$surprise$that,$as$evidenced$by$writings$of$their$respective$times,$most$of$the$colonists$and$
pioneers$of$America$were$significantly$more$spiritually$minded$than$the$people$of$today?$What$is$it$that$enables$man$to$
go$forward$into$treacherous$territories$he$knows$to$be$full$of$hardship?$When$man$trusts$
in$God,$his$horizons$are$broadened$tremendously.$
$
$
Steven is a serving member of the New Hope Road church of Christ in Dacula,
GA. He is a 2011 graduate of the Memphis School of Preaching and is now
seeking a degree in History & Education from the University of North Georgia.
Email mailboxofsteve@icloud.com to contact Steven.!
Reinert,$Al,$Where$NASA$Went$Wrong,$Texas$Monthly,$1$October$1986,$pg.$198$
2$Turner,$Frederick$J.,$The$Frontier$in$American$History,$Henry$Holt$&$Company,$1920$
3$Hansen,$J.R.,$First$Man:$The$Life$of$Neil$A.$Armstrong,$Simon$&$Schuster$2012,$pg.$330$
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DON’T Be Converted… To The World!
The other day I was walking in the mall and began to pay more attention to things. As I
looked to my left side, I noticed several pictures that were not something a man, especially a
Christian man, should be looking at. But please understand that I’m not saying we should stop
going to malls- all I’m saying is we are in a world of sin. Being a Christian man in a world full
of sin and not allowing the world to convert us back to it, is the big challenge we face. Paul
wrote “And be not conformed to this world: but be ye transformed by the renewing of your
mind…” (Rom 12:2). The word conform means: to act in accordance with the prevailing
standards, attitudes, practices, etc., of society or a group. In other words we as Christians should
not allow the world to convert us to it all over again. Peter wrote “For it had been better for
them not to have known the way of righteousness, than, after they have known it, to turn from
the holy commandment delivered unto them” (2 Pet 2:21). So instead of being conformed Paul
says “be transformed”, meaning to change into another form. As Christians we should be
something totally different from the world around us, so different that it cannot recognize us.
This transformation starts in the mind- our thinking has to change and
then our actions can change. Therefore let us be careful not to allow this
world to convert us and pull us back into a lifestyle of sin, being
separated from God.
Brandon Starling is 34 years old and was baptized in March 2006. He is married to
Candice Starling and has a one-year-old daughter name Faith and a newborn son named
Isaiah. Brandon graduated from the Memphis School of Preaching in January 2013.
Email starlingbrandon@yahoo.com to contact Brandon!
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Safe And Sound

It!was!a!beautiful!Wednesday!morning,!as!I!sat!with!a!fresh!cup!of!coffee!in!my!hand.!I!pulled!out!my!trusty!MacBook!Pro!
and!laid!it!on!my!desk.!The!silver!gleamed!in!the!light!of!my!office!as!I!opened!the!lid.!The!glow!of!the!screen!filled!the!
office…!and!suddenly!vanished.!!
!
This!is!weird,!I!thought!as!I!performed!a!hard!reboot.!The!gray!screen!came!to!life!and!the!familiar!chime!sounded,!but!
then!the!screen!went!black…!again.!
!
My!chest!tightened!with!panic.!My!breathing!became!quick!and!shallow.!What!has!happened?!I!called!Apple!who!quickly!
made!arrangements!for!me!to!send!it!to!their!repair!center.!Then!she!asked!me,!“Is!all!your!data!backed!up?”!
!
My! data.! Bank! statements.! Tax! forms.! Sermons.! Class! notes.! Was! it! backed! up?! ! I! would! be! a! fool! not! to! perform! a!
weekly,!if!not!daily,!backIup.!After!all!my!life!is!on!this!little!silver!box.!How!could!I!not!perform!regular!backIups?!What!a!
silly!question!!It!was!almost!insulting!!
!
I!breathed!deep!and!told!her!the!truth!of!the!matter.!“No.”!I!never!had!the!time!to!sit!as!my!computer!copies!the!hard!
drive! to! another! hard! drive.! There! are! sermons! to! write,! articles! to! research.! Come! on!! Who! has! the! time! to! do! a!
backup?!And!why!should!I?!When!I!want!my!data,!it’s!there!!Why!waste!the!time?!
!
Fortunately,!all!my!data!was!safe.!Sure,!I’ll!have!to!load!all!my!apps!and!I’ll!lose!some!things,!but!the!data!that!really!
matters!is!kept!all!nice!and!safe!in!the!cloud.!If!you!have!not!discovered!Evernote,!then!please!go!check!it!out.!This!little!
program!allows!you!to!keep!anything!and!everything!from!documents!to!clippings!of!web!articles!to!pictures.!The!best!
part!is!that!it!lets!you!organize!all!of!these!things!in!notebooks!which!you!decide!how!to!organize.!For!instance,!I!have!a!
notebook!for!my!research!and!then!one!for!completed!sermons!and!yet!another!for!scanned!receipts!and!checks.!The!
best!part!of!this:!it!is!all!uploaded!to!the!cloud.!So!when!your!trusty!sidekick!decides!to!bust!a!chip,!you!can!pull!up!all!of!
your!data!on!your!iPad!or!iPhone.!However,!this!little!program!is!no!respecter!of!PC’s.!Pull!any!old!Windows!computer!
out!of!storage!and!hook!it!to!the!interwebs!and!presto!!The!Evernote!website!is!up!and!there!is!all!
of!your!data!waiting!for!you!to!pull!it!up!and!access!it!like!a!hungry!puppy!waiting!to!be!fed.!
!
Sure!backups!are!important.!Sure!it!is!a!wise!thing!to!do.!Sure!it!takes!time.!Will!I!start!backing!up!
my!data?!Nah.!As!long!as!Evernote!is!there!for!me,!my!data!will!be!safe!and!sound.!
!
!

Mike Peters is a 2012 graduate of the Memphis School of Preaching. He is currently the
minister of the Pottsville Church of Christ in Hickory, KY. He is married to Ieva Peters
and they have two children, Elizabeth, age 11, and Vikie, age 8.
Email mrp4dvd@gmail.com to contact Mike.
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A Beautiful World
Enjoy it!
We live in such a beautiful place! God has truly blessed us with a world that not only meets
our physical needs, but one that exceeds our needs, offering grandeur, enjoyment and rich
experiences. These emotions often leave us feeling chills and awe at such an incredible home.
However, as followers of Christ, we appreciate the words of the old hymn this world is not my
home I m just a passing through. Although we are pilgrims, God has given us a world that not
only declares his existence (Psalms 19:1, Romans 1:18-20), but provides many wonderful
benefits and opportunities (John 10:10). In order to live life fully and experience what God
desires, we need to seek health and wellness in all areas of this life, including the physical.
While it can be enjoyable to look at pictures on the internet and observe the world
vicariously through friends and family who travel, it is never quite as good as participating in it

ourselves. Whether viewing a sunrise from a mountain top, seeing wildlife in its natural habitat
or rafting down a raging river, the best possible experience is one that is present and personal.
Therefore, physical fitness is critical in our ability to fully enjoy the beauty of the world around
us.
Not only is the natural world a nice place to go look at, it provides us a place to recover.
All too often, our lives are filled with hustle and bustle, stress and the corrupting, evil aspects of
our culture that can overwhelm us and our perspective. Jesus sought opportunities to speak with
God in prayer and often did so on mountaintops (Luke 6:12, Matthew 14:23, Mark 3:13). It
takes a degree of physical fitness to ascend to the summit of a mountain top doesn’t it? I am not
sure if Jesus hiked to the summit simply to be alone, or if possibly he wanted to meet a different
need like having a better view of this world he spoke into existence. Whatever his reason(s), we
know that the seclusion provided by going alone into nature delivers us a sanctuary that can be
used to pursue uninterrupted introspection and communication with God.
This world is not our home and we are just a passing through, but isn’t this world a nice
place for us pass through? Don’t settle for just beating the heat this summer by staying indoors.
Spend time outside promoting a healthy body, mind and spirit reflecting on our eternal
destination.
My name is Ian Quinn and I’m from Buford, GA. I graduated from Harding University with a
degree in Athletic Training in May of 2012; after which I became certified as both as an Athletic
Trainer (ATC) and a Strength and Conditioning Specialist (CSCS). In July of 2013 I moved to
Spartanburg, SC where I began medical school at Edward Via Virginia College of Osteopathic
Medicine. I’m not quite sure what my future holds, but I know who holds that plan. I pray that
these words of about health and fitness can be an encouragement to you as you seek a life of
sound mind, body and spirit. Email ianq@bellsouth.net to contact Ian.

Monthly Health Tip:
I am often asked about taking a multivitamin. My best advice is to eat healthy and not depend on a
supplement to meet your daily needs. For some people, it is difficult to receive what is needed due to dietary
restrictions or picky eating habits. In those situations, it may be beneficial to take a daily vitamin. If you are
going to use a multivitamin, find one that has only a few, or ideally no, contents above 100% of the daily
recommended amount. By definition, 100% of our daily need is all we need. Further, a normal diet will provide
most of what we need so there is no reason to take a vitamin that exceeds the daily recommended dosage for
any one element. While the use of a daily vitamin will rarely prove toxic, taking a little extra should not be
common practice as some elements can be dangerous when consumed in excess.

A"Building"Worthy""
of"a"Firm"Foundation"

"
"
"
There" have" been" a" lot" of" changes" over" the" years" in" the" field" of" construction." With" new" products"
just"around"the"corner"and"current"products"becoming"obsolete"it"can"make"one’s"head"spin."The"house"
that"I"lived"in"as"a"child"was"an"old"Kansas"farm"house."The"house"was"old"but"sturdyB"it"was"constructed"
of"lumber"true"to"size."The"floors"of"the"house"were"supported"by"large"rough"cut"beams."The"house"itself"
was"built"on"large"native"Kansas"limestone."Though"houses"are"not"built"using"the"same"as"they"were"a"
hundred"and"fifty"years"ago,"there"are"some"things"that"do"not"change.""
"
When"a"person"sets"out"to"build"a"house"the"site"of"construction"should"be"considered."Many"times"
we"hear"the"children"sing,"“The"wise"man"built"his"house"upon"the"Rock.”"This"wonderful"song"is"taken"
from"Matthew"7:24B27)."It"would"be"unwise"for"a"person"to"put"a"great"deal"of"time,"energy"and"resources"
into"a"house"that"would"erode"away"like"the"sands"of"the"sea."We"would"not"spend"$100,000,"$200,000,"
$300,000"or"whatever"your"new"house"would"cost"to"build,"if"it"were"in"an"unreliable"location."Sadly"this"
is"what"many"do"today,"they"are"putting"their"time,"energy,"and"resources"in"building"their"faith,"hope"and"
lives"on"an"unsure"or"unsteady"building"site."
"
Once"a"sound"building"site"is"determined,"next"comes"the"beginning"of"construction."Construction"
of" any" building" starts" with" the" foundation." A" foundation" is" laid" that" is" worthy" or" capable" of" supporting"
that" structure." There" are" many" different" types" of" foundationsB" rock" or" stone," block" and" brick," concrete"
and"steel,"I"have"even"seen"wood"used"as"a"foundation."No"matter"the"material"used,"the"foundation"must"
be"worthy"and"capable"of"supporting"the"building."At"times"you"may"see"a"foundation"that"is"over"built"for"
the"structure"above,"but"if"the"opposite"were"to"happen,"failure"is"eminent."We"are"blessed"to"have"Christ"
as"an"exceeding"and"precious"foundation"for"the"church"(1"Corinthians"3:11)."
"
Once"the"foundation"is"complete,"next"comes"the"house."In"multiple"places"the"church"is"mentioned"
as"the"“House"of"God”"(1"Timothy"3:15;"1"Peter"4:17)"We"the"church"are"the"glorious"building"of"God"that"
is"seated"upon"Christ"our"foundation."There"are"several"things"that"should"be"brought"to"view."First,"once"
a" foundation" is" laid" the" house" must" match" the" foundation." You" cannot" pour" a" certain" size" or" shape" of"
foundation"and"then"build"a"completely"different"style"house."It"should"be"said"that"a"foundation"does"not"
match"a"house"but"rather"the"house"must"match"the"foundation"because"the"foundation"came"first."With"
this"being"said,"Christ"is"the"foundation"of"the"church,"Christ"does"not"match"the"church,"but"rather"the"
church" (building" of" God)" should" match" the" pattern" of" the" foundation." Second," the" quality" of" the"
foundation"and"structure"should"match."A"trailer"house"is"an"inexpensive"home"that"is"placed"on"a"simple"
foundation," often" times" stacks" of" cinder" blocks." The" opposite" of" this" is" a" towering" skyscraper," with"
massive"footings"dug"down"to"solid"bed"rock."The"church"is"blessed"to"have"a"reliable,"sturdy,"steadfast,"
true"and"quality"foundation."The"house"built"on"the"foundation"of"Christ"should"be"one"that"matches"its"
quality" (1" Corinthians" 3:11B13)." We" as" Christians" should" be" helping" to" build" a"
glorious"church"upon"the"glorious"foundation"of"Christ."
"
If" we" are" going" to" put" our" diligence" into" a" building," we" should" consider"
where"it"is"going"to"be"built,"we"should"be"sure"of"the"foundation,"make"sure"the"
structure"matches"the"blueprint"of"the"foundation,"and"finally,"make"sure"that"we"
are"using"quality"materials"worthy"of"the"foundation.""
"
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